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THE PENTAGON IS A SYNTH
POWERHOUSE THAT WAS DESIGNED

AROUND THE IDEA OF MIXING TWO SOUNDBANKS
TOGETHER THROUGH A VARIETY OF EFFECTS
TO CREATE INTERESTING AND USEFUL SOUNDS

THIS MANUAL WILL COVER EACH
SECTION OF THE UI (USER INTERFACE)SECTION OF THE UI (USER INTERFACE)

FROM TOP TO BOTTOM

THE HUD (HEADS UP DISPLAY)
AND MAIN FX SECTIONS HAVE INDEPENDENT
CONTROLS FOR LEFT AND RIGHT BANKS,

THEIR FUNCTIONS ARE IDENTICAL, SO WE WILL
ONLY BE C0VERING THE LEFT BANK
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< STEP > BUTTONS
Menus indicated in the manual with a
“+” will have < and > step buttons on
or near them. These will allow you to
quickly step through menus to audition
new sounds and presets with ease.

TABLESTABLES
THE PENTAGON features 10 FX tables
in addition to the standard ARP table.
All tables can be set from 2 to 64
steps. They are editable by using the
mouse as well as the nudge buttons
and table editing menu.

Note: Nearly all CONTROLS and BUTTONSNote: Nearly all CONTROLS and BUTTONS
are MIDI programmable.

THE BASICS

CONTROLS
These are knobs, sliders, and
scrollable numbers that are
adjusted by clicking and dragging
the mouse up and down.

BUTTONSBUTTONS
These turn things on and off.

SELECTORS
Similar to buttons, but generally
used for displaying things.

MENUS
These allow you to select presets,
soundbanks, or targets for relatedsoundbanks, or targets for related
functions.
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BANK AND HUD
1 BANK MENU+
    Click here to select a soundbank.
    +includes step controls.

2 BANK SOLO
    Solos the soundbank.

3 TUNE3 TUNE
    Sets the tune in semitones.

4 VOLUME
    Sets the volume level.

5 PAN
    Sets the panning of the stereo field.

6 VOLUME METERS
    These indicate sound activity.    These indicate sound activity.
    
    Note: Send FX Return sound is 
    not indicated in these meters.
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MAIN FX SELECTORS
These selectors choose which of the
main effects you would like to display so
that you may view and edit it’s parameters.

1 EQ
2 LO-FI (AND FILTER)
3 MOD (LFO)3 MOD (LFO)
4 ADSR (ENVELOPE)
5 SENDS
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1
MAIN EFFECTS ON/OFF
These buttons will turn each of the
effects on or off. Yellow (pressed)
means the effect is on, while Green
(depressed) means the effect is off. 

1 EQ
2 FILTER2 FILTER
3 LO-FI
4 MOD
    Because the MOD section
    has separate ON/OFF functions
    for each LFO, this main button
    will enable any LFOs that are
    not locked into 0 (bypass).    not locked into 0 (bypass).

5 SENDS
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EQUALIZER
The equalizer uses a versatile
filter that provides controls for
frequency, the amount of boost or
cut, and the bandwidth over which
the boost or cut occurs, from narrow
to wide. Narrow bandwidths give ato wide. Narrow bandwidths give a
sharper filtering effect, whereas wide
bandwidths are more subtle and
gentler.

1,2,3 FREQUENCY
    Chooses the frequency at which
    boosting or cutting will appear.

4,5,6 GAIN4,5,6 GAIN
    Controls the amount of boost at
    positive values, or the amount
    of cut at negative values.

7,8,9 BANDWIDTH
    Sets the width of the frequency
    band in octaves to be boosted or
    cut.    cut.

987

654

321
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FILTER
A filter changes the frequency response
of signals that pass through it.

1 FILTER MENU
    Select a filter type.

2 3X2 SUB-MENU (3X2 ONLY)
    Select an internal 3X2 type.    Select an internal 3X2 type.

3 FILTER CUTOFF
    Controls the initial cutoff frequency of
    all filters. Signals above this frequency
    are attentuated.

4 FILTER RESONANCE
    Sets the resonance (boost at the cutoff
    frequency).    frequency).
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LO-FI
This module lowers the sound fidelity,
from heating up the signal, to destroying
it completely. This is very useful when
combined with the FILTER effects.

1 LO-FI DIRT (BITS)
    Determines the sound’s resolution in bits.    Determines the sound’s resolution in bits.
    Lower values cause a stronger lofi effect.
    Choose 8 bit to emulate old drum machines
    or 4 bit to get a game effect.

2 LO-FI CRUNCH (RATE)
    Setting this control to anything other than
    ”off”, reduces high frequency response and
    overall signal quality.    overall signal quality.
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MOD
Low-frequency oscillation (LFO) is an
electronic signal which creates a rhythmic
pulse or sweep.

1 LFO INVERSION
    Inverts the LFO waveform = left becomes
    right, up becomes down etc.    right, up becomes down etc.

2 LFO MENU+
    Select an LFO waveform.
    Select (0) to bypass the effect.
    +includes step controls

3 LFO AMOUNT
    Determines the amount of modulation that
    will occur in the signal.    will occur in the signal.

4 LFO FREQUENCY
    Adjusts the frequency (speed) of the LFO's
    output signal in Hz.

5 LFO FADE
    Adds a fade in before the LFO takes effect.

6 LFO PULSEWIDTH (RECT ONLY)
    Determines the ratio of time spent at the    Determines the ratio of time spent at the
    rectangle waveform’s high point versus
    the amount of time spent at the waveform’s
    low point.

7 SYNC MENU
    Sync your LFO settings (on touch)
    in a variety of ways.

Sync Menu Note:
0 is OFF
  Unsynced controls
S is SIDE SYNC
  Synced by bank side
C is CROSS SYNC
  Synced across banks by type  Synced across banks by type
F is FULL SYNC
  All 8 LFOs synced

Note: The MOD section
is divided into four sections:
FILTER, TUNE, VOLUME, and
PAN. Each is controlled the
same way as described.
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ADSR
ADSR (envelopes) create a repeatable
modulation curve for parameter control.

1 CURVE
    Controls the CURVE of the ATTACK phase.

2 ATTACK
    The time required for the envelope to    The time required for the envelope to
    go from 0 to it’s maximum level.

3 HOLD
    The amount of time that the envelope
    stays at it’s maximum level.

4 DECAY
    The time required for the envelope to
    descend from the maximum level (after    descend from the maximum level (after
    any HOLD time is completed) to the
    SUSTAIN level (described next).

5 SUSTAIN
    The level that will be maintained as long
    as the MIDI note triggering the envelope
    is held.

6 RELEASE6 RELEASE
    Upon releasing the MIDI note, this
    parameter determines the time for
    the envelope to decay down to 0
    from the sustain level.

7 PRESET MENU+
    Select an ADSR preset.
    +includes step controls.    +includes step controls.

654321

Note: The ADSR section allows
control of four envelopes for
FILTER, TUNE, VOLUME, and
PAN. The ADSR portion of the
controls described on this
page are adjusted by use of a
selector system describedselector system described
on the next page.
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ADSR PT.2
1 ENVELOPE SELECTOR
    Click here to select which envelope
    to edit in the ADSR section.

2 ENVELOPE AMOUNT
    Adjusts the amount of modulation
    to the signal. Setting this control at the    to the signal. Setting this control at the
    lowest setting will bypass the effect.

3 ENVELOPE INVERSION
    Inverts the envelope - 
    left becomes right, down becomes
    up etc.

4 SYNC MODE
    Selecting SYNC will instantly set    Selecting SYNC will instantly set
    all four envelopes to the currently
    displayed settings and allow you to
    edit all four in synchronization.
    Note: This does not affect the AMOUNT
    controls or INVERSION controls.

3

4

21
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SEND FX (SENDS)
Send effects process different signal
sources through a single effect module.
They "pick off" a portion of the signal to
be processed, as set by a Send Level
control. Higher settings send more signal
through the effect, thus giving a morethrough the effect, thus giving a more
effected sound.

1 CHORUS
2 FLANGER
3 PHASER
4 DELAY
5 REVERB
6 SOUND CHECK6 SOUND CHECK
    Isolates the SEND FX RETURN
    signal. This is useful when fine
    tuning your send effects. 
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A RETURN
    The Send effects output returns back
    into the Instrument through a Return
    control, where the processed sound
    is blended with the Group output
    signals.
        
    NOTE: This control works the same
    way for all five send effects, so it
    won’t be explained on the following
    pages.

A
321

1 CHORUS DEPTH
    The amount of LFO modulation.
    Higher values give a more
    pronounced chorusing effect.

2 CHORUS SPEED
    Sets the LFO speed.

3 CHORUS PHASE3 CHORUS PHASE
    Adjusts the phase difference
    between the two LFOs used for
    the left and right stereo channels.

SEND FX (CHORUS)
This effect “thickens” the audio signal by
doubling the signal and detuning the copy
compared to the original signal. Separate
LFOs detune each channel of a stereo pair
independently. Although they each run at
the same speed, the phase differencethe same speed, the phase difference
between them is adjustable.
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4 FLANGER COLOR
    Adjusts the range of the flanging
    effect. Lower values sweep the
    flanging effect toward the higher
    end of the flanging range, while
    higher values sweep the flanging
    effect toward the lower end of    effect toward the lower end of
    the flanging range.

5 FLANGER FEEDBACK
    Routes the processed signal back
    to the module’s input. Higher
    values create a sharper, more
    intense effect.

1 FLANGER DEPTH
    The amount of LFO modulation.
    Higher values cause the flanging
    effect to sweep over a wider range.

2 FLANGER SPEED
    Sets the LFO speed.

3 FLANGER PHASE3 FLANGER PHASE
    Adjusts the phase difference
    between the two LFOs used for
    the left and right stereo
    channels.

SEND FX (FLANGER)
The flanging effect doubles the audio
signal and delays the copy compared to
the original signal. Unlike chorusing,
flanging uses shorter delays to prodouce
a “whooshing,” jet airplane-type sound.
The delay time is modulated seperatelyThe delay time is modulated seperately
per stereo channel by two internal LFOs.
Seperate LFOs detune each channel of the
stereo pair independently; although they
each run at the same speed, the phase
difference between them is adjustable.
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4321

4 PHASER FEEDBACK
    Routes the delayed signal back to the
    module’s input. Higher values
    intensify the effect.

1 PHASER DEPTH
    The amount of LFO modulation. Higher
    values cause the phasing effect to
    sweep higher and lower.

2 PHASER SPEED
    Sets the speed of the LFO speed.

3 PHASER PHASE3 PHASER PHASE
    Adjusts the phase difference between
    the two LFOs used for the left and
    right stereo channels.

SEND FX (PHASER)
This effect splits the audio input, applies
an allpass filter to one split, then sums
the two splits back together. This
introduces frequency response notches
and peaks. The resulting sound is similar
to a flanger, but has a subtler, dreamierto a flanger, but has a subtler, dreamier
effect. The filter response is modulated
seperately per stereo channel by two
internal LFOs. They each run at the same
speed, but the phase difference between
them is adjustable.
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4 DELAY FEEDBACK
    This sends a portion of the output back
    into the input of the delay line, which
    creates repeating echoes. A value of 0
    produces only one echo; higher values
    give multiple echoes.

3 DELAY PAN
    Setting a value higher than 0 results
    in a panning effect where each
    consecutive echo alternates between
    the left and right channel. The higher
    the value, the greater the stereo
    spread; at 100, signals alternate    spread; at 100, signals alternate
    between the far left and far right
    channels.

1 DELAY TIME
    The interval in milliseconds between
    hearing the straight signal and the
    first delay of the delayed signal.

2 DELAY DAMPING
    Reduces (damps) high frequencies in
    the delayed signal. Higher values reduce    the delayed signal. Higher values reduce
    the highs further. With feedback applied
    (described below), each successive echo
    has progressively lower high-frequency
    response.

SEND FX (DELAY)
The available delay range is 5=2900ms.
Delay times lower than 20ms produce
comb filter and resonator-like effects.
Higher settings produce a noticeable
echo compared to the dry signal. A pan
control places consecutive echoescontrol places consecutive echoes
alternately in the left and right channels
of the stereo field.
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1 REVERB MENU+
    Select an impulse Response sample.
    +includes trans controls.

2 REVERB SPACE (TIME)
    Adjust the simulated room space.

3 REVERB SIZE
    Adjust the length of the Impulse    Adjust the length of the Impulse
    Response.

4 REVERB SCOPE
    Adjust the frequency response.

SEND FX (REVERB)
Convolution (Reverb) works by
essentially taking a “sample” of an
acoustic space, and using that as the
basis to model the space.
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1 EQ BLEND
    Adjusts the high and low
    balance between soundbanks.

2 LO-FI BLEND
    Adjusts the LO-FI and FILTER
    effects between soundbanks.
    Note: LO-FI BLEND includes    Note: LO-FI BLEND includes
    5 blend types explained later
    in the OPTIONS section.

3 MOD BLEND
    Adjusts the LFO modulation
    amount between soundbanks.

4 WIDTH BLEND
    Adjusts the internal width    Adjusts the internal width
    expansion between the
    soundbanks. Positive values
    expand the sound, negative
    values collapse the sound
    into mono.

5 BLEND LOCK
    Locks the designated bank    Locks the designated bank
    so that blending will not cause
    any change in the parameters.

BLEND
The BLEND controls mix effects
between the two soundbanks,
allowing you to find useful hot
spots and can be used to create
interesting automation effects.
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MASTER
These controls allow you to manipulate
the MIDI interface in different play styles
and effect modes.
Note: PORT, CHORD, and ARP modes
cannot be combined.

1 PORTAMENTO MODE1 PORTAMENTO MODE
2 CHORD MODE
3 KEY FX MODE
4 ARPEGGIATOR MODE
5 AUTOMATION FX MODE
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1

PORTAMENTO
1 GLIDE TIME
    Sets the transition time from one note to the next. Lower amounts
    will result in an abrupt transition, higher amounts in a smoother
    transition.
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CHORD
1 CHORD (TYPE)
    Chooses a chord preset. When Scale is set to “Off”, notes will
    be harmonized with fixed intervals, i.e. choosing “1-3-5”
    will always produce a major chord. If Scale is set to a specific
    scale, notes will be harmonized with scale degrees,
    i.e. choosing “1-3-5” will always produce the 3rd and the 5th    i.e. choosing “1-3-5” will always produce the 3rd and the 5th
    scale degree above the played note.

2 CHORD SCALE
    Choose a scale or mode. The scale types include major and
    minor modes, church modes, whole tone and half/whole tone scales,
    Pentatonic sclaes, Messiaen modes and others.

3 CHORD KEY
    Choose the root key of the scale.    Choose the root key of the scale.
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KEY FX
The KEY FX allow you to control the LO-FI and
FILTER effects using keys on the keyboard
resulting in interesting dub effects. Each is
controlled the same way, so we will only be
covering one of them.

1 KEY FX 1 (L FILTER CUT) (D-2)1 KEY FX 1 (L FILTER CUT) (D-2)
2 KEY FX 2 (L LO-FI DIRT) (E-2)
3 KEY FX 3 (L LO-FI CRUNCH) (F-2)
4 KEY FX 4 (R FILTER CUT) (G-2)
5 KEY FX 5 (R LO-FI DIRT) (A-2)
6 KEY FX 6 (R LO-FI CRUNCH) (B-2)

654321
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KEY FX PT.2
1 INDICATOR
    This light indicates when the key is pressed.

2 RATE
    Sets the rate (or speed) of the automation.

3 PRESSED
    Sets the pressed (leftmost) automation point.    Sets the pressed (leftmost) automation point.

4 RELEASED
    Sets the released (rightmost) automation point.

4
3
2
1
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3 PRESET MENU+
    Click here to select a preset.
    +includes step controls.

4 EDIT MENU
    Click here to select from different
    table manipulation methods.

5 TABLE NUDGE5 TABLE NUDGE
    Nudge the table up or down by
    the selected amount in the center,
    from 1 to 10 per click.
    Note: Nudging up will ignore
    empty bars.

    Tip: Use right click to draw lines
    on the tables.    on the tables.

    Tip: Ctrl-Click (Cmd-Click) will
    default a step to 0.

ARP/TABLES
1 TABLE DISPLAY
    This is the main table display. There
    are 11 total tables to work with, the
    main arp table, and 10 automation
    tables.

2 TABLE TRACKER/EDITOR2 TABLE TRACKER/EDITOR
    This display will track the current
    step as the table runs. While idle,
    this can be used for selective table
    editing. To use this feature, mark the
    steps below the table that you want
    to edit, then select an option from the
    edit menu, or use the nudge functions.    edit menu, or use the nudge functions.
    Editing is based off furthest left and
    right selected steps.
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6 OCTAVE
    Sets the octave cycle displacement.

7 SWING
    Sets the looseness of the
    arpeggiated notes.

8 LENGTH
    Sets the duration of the    Sets the duration of the
    arpeggiated notes.
    Note: Turn the VOLUME ENVELOPE
    RELEASE down for this to have the
    most effect.

9 LENGTH VARIATION
    Enabling this will allow the system
    to vary the length of your the    to vary the length of your the
    arpeggiated notes resulting in a very
    organic and analog sound.

ARP/TABLES PT.2
1 NOTE ORDER MENÛ
    Defines the pattern for the order in
    which notes are arpeggiated.
    ̂Arp Display Only

2 (MIDI) THRU
    Allows non-arpeggiated notes to be    Allows non-arpeggiated notes to be
    played while in ARP mode.

3 STEPS
    Sets the number of steps of the
    rhythmic pattern.

4 HITS
    Sets the number of hits of each step.

5 RATE5 RATE
    Sets the tempo in rhythmical
    values, synced to the master clock.
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AUTOMATION TRIGGERING
Automation is triggered by enabling
the AUTO button, then depending on
the mode:

1 ARP MODE
    The effects will run automatically
    along with the Arpeggiator run.    along with the Arpeggiator run.

2 NON-ARP MODE
    All other modes will require pressing
    C-2 (the lowest key) on the keyboard,
    shown as “0” in the diagram below.

AUTOMATION
The automation tables are edited
exactly like the arp table,

1 ATTACH MENU
    This menu allows you to attach the
    selected automation table to a
    desired effect.    desired effect.

    Most of these effects are split
    between left and right banks,
    allowing fuller control of the sound
    while retaining the option to sync
    the effects, and in addition an
    opposite setting which allows the
    right bank to react inverted.     right bank to react inverted. 

    L is Left.
    R is Right.
    S is Sync.
    O is Opposite.

1
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2 TABLE MONITOR BUTTON
    Displays the TABLE MONITOR in
    the MASTER section.

3 TABLE MONITOR
    The table monitor allows you
    to view and edit all attachments
    quickly and easily. Click the    quickly and easily. Click the
    TABLE # to snap to the desired
    table. Click the attachment to
    select which effect to attach to
    the selected table.

AUTOMATION PT.2
1 TABLE SELECT
    Steps through the eleven
    usable tables.
    Pressing the center button
    will snap back to the ARP
    table.    table.
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4 HZ SYNC
    This will sync the speed of all
    LFOs as well as the Chorus, Flanger
    and Phaser Speed settings.

5 RANDOMISE BUTTON
    This will randomise the targeted
    paramters.    paramters.

6 RANDOMISE MENU
    This allows you to select a target for
    the randomise button.

7 DEFAULT MENU
    Default (hidden behind the manual
    page) is used to quickly default
    settings.    settings.

OPTIONS
1 FOLLOW
    This will allow the UI to follow
    certain actions, such as opening
    related pages when touching
    certain parameters, as well as
    auto-targeting touched parameters    auto-targeting touched parameters
    for randomisation.

2 BANK SWAP
    This will exchange the two selected
    banks for one another. This is useful
    for experimenting when you’re
    curious what the sounds would be
    like with exchanged effects.    like with exchanged effects.

3 LO-FI BLEND MENU
    This allows you to select what is
    affected by the LO-FI BLEND
    parameter.

    There are five types:
    TYPE A: FILTER / LO-FI
    TYPE B: FILTER    TYPE B: FILTER
    TYPE C: LO-FI
    TYPE D: FILTER SWEEP
    TYPE E: BIT CRUSH

30/38
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GATE X2
Zeroes out every other pair.
5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5... ->
5,5,0,0,5,5,0,0...

ANALOGUE
Slight random change.
15,15,15,15,15,15,15,15... ->15,15,15,15,15,15,15,15... ->
16,14,15,16,12,14,17,14...

DOUBLE
Copies previous to next in pairs.
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8... ->
1,1,3,3,5,5,7,7...

BLOOM IN
Adds a value by Steps decreasing.Adds a value by Steps decreasing.
20,20,20,20,20,20,20,20... ->
27,26,25,24,23,22,21,20...

BLOOM OUT
Adds a value by Steps increasing.
20,20,20,20,20,20,20,20... ->
20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27...

FADE INFADE IN
Removes a value by Steps decreasing.
20,20,20,20,20,20,20,20... ->
13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20...

TABLE EDITING
COPY
Copy current table to memory.

PASTE
Paste to current table from memory

REVERSE
This reverses the table.This reverses the table.
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8... ->
8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1...

INVERT
This inverts the steps.
10,20,30,40... ->
90,80,70,60...

SWAPSWAP
Swaps step values in pairs.
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8... ->
2,1,4,3,6,5,8,7...

TWIST X4
Inverts every other group of four.
5,10,15,20,25,30,35,40... ->
5,10,15,20,75,70,65,60...5,10,15,20,75,70,65,60...

GATE X1
Zeroes out every other step.
5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5... ->
5,0,5,0,5,0,5,0...
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NULL X
Adds a random amount to null bars
5,0,7,0,3,3,0,0... ->
5,1,7,9,3,3,7,4...

UNDO
This will undo (or redo) the very last
action taken with the table edit menu.action taken with the table edit menu.

Note: This will NOT undo freehand
editing.

TABLE EDITING PT.2
FADE OUT
Removes a value by Steps increasing.
20,20,20,20,20,20,20,20... ->
20,19,18,17,16,15,14,13...

RADIATE
Add ten, take ten alternating.Add ten, take ten alternating.
51,52,53,54... ->
61,42,63,44...

DECAY
Subtracts a random when > 50
99,84,62,99... ->
94,72,49,88...

CONFORMCONFORM
Returns some bars to center (50).
99,24,60,35,20,25,10,73... ->
99,50,60,35,50,50,10,73...

DEVIATE
Diverts bars that are not 50
80,50,33,50,55,50,66,50,.. ->
25,50,90,50,22,50,10,50...25,50,90,50,22,50,10,50...

NULL 1
Adds a single value to null bars.
100,0,25,0... ->
100,1,25,1...
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FULL RANDOMISATION
THE PENTAGON features three
randomisation methods that will
design a patch at the touch of a
button:

*MINIMAL*
Full patch, no MOD or ADSRFull patch, no MOD or ADSR
effects.

*BASIC*
Full patch with a chance of
either MOD or ADSR effects.

*FULL*
Full patch with a chance of MOD
and ADSR effects combined.and ADSR effects combined.
*highly experimental

TARGET RANDOMISATION
Target randomisation allows you to
randomise specific parameters,
leaving all other parameters
unchanged.

X is Left and RightX is Left and Right
L is Left
R is Right

RANDOMISATION
THINGS TO KNOW
Randomisation will destroy the
previous effect states, so make
sure to save before using this
feature.

PLAY MODE MATTERSPLAY MODE MATTERS
Some randomisation is based on
what type of play mode you have
selected.

NEVER RANDOMISED
Preferential options such as
HUD, PLAY MODES, MIDI THRU,
KEY FX, LV and LO-FI BLEND TYPE.KEY FX, LV and LO-FI BLEND TYPE.

Also, VOLUME ENVELOPE AMOUNT and
INVERSION as there are few rare
instances where you would want
those effects modified.
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MOD
All MODs
Note: Bypassed will remain bypassed.

MOD FILTER
Just the FILTER MODs.

MOD TUNE
Just the TUNE MODs.Just the TUNE MODs.

MOD VOLUME
Just the VOLUME MODs.

MOD PAN
Just the PAN MODs.

ADSR
The ADSR ENVELOPES and AMOUNTS.
Note: This will randomise in SyncedNote: This will randomise in Synced
or Non-Synced mode depending on
which you have selected.

SENDS
The send levels.

EFFECTS
CHORUS, FLANGER, PHASER, DELAY,
and REVERB settings.and REVERB settings.

EFFECTS+
Same as EFFECTS but add SENDS.

RANDOMISATION PT.2
HUD
Volume, Pan, and Tune.

BANKS
Both soundbanks.

ALL FX
EQ, FILTER/LO-FI, MOD, ADSR,EQ, FILTER/LO-FI, MOD, ADSR,
and SENDS.

Note: Bypassed MODS will remain
bypassed.

Note: X type includes the individual
EFFECTS parameters.

EQ
Just the EQ settings.Just the EQ settings.

FILTER
Just the FILTER settings.

LO-FI
Just the LO-FI settings.

FILT+LO-FI
FILTER and LO-FI settings.
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RANDOMISATION PT.3
CHORUS
All CHORUS settings.

FLANGER
All FLANGER settings.

PHASER
All PHASER settings.All PHASER settings.

DELAY
All DELAY settings.

REVERB
All REVERB settings.

TABLES
Attaches various automation TABLES.

ARP/CHD/PRTARP/CHD/PRT
Play mode settings depending on
what mode you have selected.
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How does the LFO syncing system
work?

This works by selecting a sync
option and then touching the
parameter you want synced.
    
This includes the LFO waveformThis includes the LFO waveform
setting. However, if an LFO is set
to (0) bypass mode, it will be
ignored completely.
    
Pay attention to your Sync state so
that you don’t accidentally destroy
your parameter settings.your parameter settings.

Q:

A:

1
2
3

4

5

6

    Is it possible to change the filters?

    Yes, to do this while retaining the
    MOD and ADSR settings:
       Open the toolbar.
       Open the “group editor”.
       Select a group to modify, or select
       “edit all groups”.       “edit all groups”.
       Click the “edit” button in the
       “group insert fx”.    
       Click to highlight the filter you
       want replaced.
       Use the menu to the left of “cutoff”
       to choose a new filter.

Q:

A:

    How can I prevent the interface
    from changing pages during
    automation?

    Open the OPTIONS and unclick the
    FOLLOW button.

Q:

A:

FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS
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AN AUTOMATION WAR
Setup your automation tables
then automate the BLEND controls
from your DAW. This can create
very interesting artifacts in the
sound as the system overthrows
one automation against the other.one automation against the other.

RANDOMISE
Don’t be afraid to use the randomise
functioning. This was setup carefully
to create inteliigent and interestingly
randomised sounds.

SOMETIMES LESS IS MORE
Although THE PENTAGON allows aAlthough THE PENTAGON allows a
variety of ways to manipulate your
sound, sometimes it’s just as useful
to use only a couple of effects at a
time.

Don’t forget the secret to making
great music: have fun.

TIPS AND TRICKS

HIDDEN INFO READOUTS
Some parameters such as VOLUME
do not have parameter readout info
on the UI, however this info is
displayed in bottom left corner
of KONTAKT.of KONTAKT.

This also applies when stepping
through all menu selections.

RESETTING PARAMETERS
Ctrl-Click (Cmd-Click) will reset
parameters to their default state.

FINE TUNING PARAMETERS
Shift-Click will allow fine tuning ofShift-Click will allow fine tuning of
parameters.

LOW VELOCITIES
Don’t overlook low key velocities,
some patches have a whole different
world of sound hiding in the soft keys.
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THANK YOU FOR USING THE PENTAGON
EVERY COPY SOLD COUNTS

AND HONESTLY MEANS SOMETHING TO US.

THIS PRODUCT IS THE RESULT OF COUNTLESS
MONTHS OF HARD WORK, HOURS OF RESEARCH,
HUNDREDS OF E-MAILS, AN UNHEALTHY AMOUNT
OF COFFEE, AND THE RECURRING QUESTION:OF COFFEE, AND THE RECURRING QUESTION:

HOW CAN WE MAKE IT EVEN BETTER?

IT WAS CREATED BY A SMALL INDEPENDENT
TEAM OF CRITICAL THINKING INDIVIDUALS
AND WE’VE DONE EVERYTHING IN OUR
POWER TO BRING YOU A HIGH QUALITY

AND INTUITIVE PRODUCT THAT WE BELIEVE
WILL PROVIDE YOU WITH UNLIMITEDWILL PROVIDE YOU WITH UNLIMITED

POSSIBILITES IN CREATING
GREAT MUSIC

WE HOPE YOU LIKE IT

SCRIPTING AND DESIGN: NICHOLAS MARTINEZ
PRODUCER: GLYN LLOYD (SAMPLEISM)


